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Category:Utility software Category:Utilities for
macOS Category:Citrus, LLCpackage jwt

import ( "bytes" "encoding/json" "strings" ) //
Parse PEM encoded PKCS#1 (PEM PKI) func

ParseRSAPrivateKeyFromPEM(pemBlock
[]byte) (rsa *rsa.PrivateKey, err error) { var

parsedKey PEMObject blockDecoded :=
make([]byte, len(pemBlock)) _, err = io.ReadF

ull(strings.NewReader(string(pemBlock)),
blockDecoded) if err!= nil { return nil, err } err
= json.Unmarshal(blockDecoded, &parsedKey)

if err!= nil { return nil, err } if
parsedKey.Type!= "RSAPrivateKey" { return

nil, errors.New("parsed key data doesn't
contain a RSAPrivateKey") } rsa =

new(rsa.PrivateKey) return rsa, nil } // Parse
PEM encoded PKCS#8 (PEM PKI) func

ParseRSAPublicKeyFromPEM(pemBlock []byte)
(*rsa.PublicKey, error) { var parsedKey

PEMObject blockDecoded := make([]byte,
len(pemBlock)) _, err := io.ReadFull(strings.Ne
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wReader(string(pemBlock)), blockDecoded) if
err!= nil { return nil, err } err =

json.Unmarshal(blockDecoded, &parsedKey) if
err!= nil { return nil, err } if

parsedKey.Type!= "RSAPublicKey" { return nil,
errors.New("parsed key data doesn't contain a

RSAPublicKey") } rsaPublicKey :=
new(rsa.PublicKey) parsedRsaPublicKey, err :=

x509.ParsePKIXPublicKey(blockDecoded) if
err!= e79caf774b
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the NBA is doubling down on the number of
games they televise on network TV and

launching a major new trend with the 2010-11
schedule. More games on TV means more

money for the league, and thus more money
for players. The Seattle SuperSonics, for

instance, are a league-owned team, so players
are not paid directly by the NBA, instead

getting paid directly by the league. From a
player's standpoint, more games on TV means
more money. However, when the number of
games on TV reaches a saturation point, at

which point there are more games on TV than
there are still games in the season to be
played, attendance falls sharply. That is

certainly the case in Pittsburgh. The
SuperSonics played their first game in the city
on Christmas Day at the Civic Arena and had
14 sell-outs in their first two seasons there.

The Cubs also played a game there on
Christmas Day and only had one sell-out.
Whatever the reason, the attendance this
season for Pittsburgh games is one of the

worst in the league. Pittsburgh's poor
attendance has led to speculation that the
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SuperSonics are moving elsewhere. But that's
not necessarily the case. There's a strong

market for basketball in Pittsburgh with nearly
20 million residents. When the Canadian

Olympic hockey team played in Pittsburgh,
attendance was 30 percent higher than it was
at Salt Lake City and Denver. Fans in Quebec

support hockey so fiercely that there is no
other team than the Montreal Canadiens. They

are a market unto themselves. Those same
fans are also passionate about pro soccer, and
the Pittsburgh Riverhounds have been drawing

well recently. There is a way to get more
people to the games, in addition to making the

games on TV more exciting. Banners, end
zones, and ads draped across the length of
the arena are all ways to engage fans at the

game. The NBA has reported a record-
breaking attendance in the first two weeks of
the 2009-2010 season. In the opening week,

the league's highest attendance was at 19,259
for the Miami Heat vs. the Detroit Pistons on
Dec. 29, and the highest figure for a single

game was 22
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